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TERMITUR 

This manual will guide you through the possible actions that can be performed with our Intelligent 

terminological dictionary for the tourism sector, TERMITUR. 

 

Main page 
In this section we find general information about the project and a menu with different sections 

where we can consult the members of the project, the list of publications and master dissertations 

related to TERMITUR, and also access the tool.  

 

 
Figure 1 

The zoomed sections in Figure 1 are described below: 

 

1. Links to our social networks. 

2. Main menu where you can access the different sections: 

a. Home: Initial view 

b. Researchers: members of the project. 

c. Publications: publications related to the project. 

d. Dissertations: master dissertations related to the project. 

e. Tool: direct access to the intelligent dictionary. 

3. Language selector. 

4. Direct access to the tool. 

 

We turn now to outline the tool itself. We can access the intelligent dictionary from the two links 

allocated in the main page or directly through the URL: 

http://www.lexytrad.es/termitur/termitur.php 

 

http://www.lexytrad.es/termitur/termitur.php
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Registration and access 
When we try to access the tool, the Login/Registration section (Figure 2) is shown. It is necessary to 

sign up before we can access the tool. 

 

 
Figure 2 

 

 

 

These are the different parts of the section: 

1. Button that opens the registration form. 

2. Username box. 

3. Password box. 

4. Access button. Click on this button after filling in 2. and 3.  

 

 

If we are not registered we have to fill in a short form (Figure 3) to access the tool: 

 

1. Username, used afterwards to access the tool. 

2. Email, in case future notifications were needed. 

3. User password. 

4. Optionally we can set our affiliation (University, Company, etc.) 

5. Button to submit our registration data. 
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Figure 3 

 

 

 

TERMITUR tool 
After completing the registration and accessing the tool with our credentials, we will see the 

different application options that TERMITUR offers. Figure 4 shows the main page of the tool, with 

our intelligent dictionary as the core section to which all the functionalities of the tool are linked. We 

can type a keyword and we will obtain all the results offered by each module of the tool. 

These modules can be consulted individually through the menu allocated in the upper area of the 

page. 
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Figure 4 

 

The different parts of figure 4 are described below: 

1. TERMITUR logo, which directs you to the home page of the tool. 

2. Press the “Logout” button to exit the tool. 

3. This button processes the typed term. 

4. Search box, where we type the keyword.   

5. We have to select the source language of the keyword we have entered. 

6. We have to select the desired target language. 

7. A contact form is provided under “contact us” so that the users can send suggestions to the 

TERMITUR team. 

 

Main menu. It gives us access to the following modules, which we will analyse in 

more detail afterwards: 

 

8. Monolingual comparable query. 

9. Parallel corpus query. 

10. External resources. 

11. Cognates. 

12. Automatic corpus compilation. 

13. Import corpus.  
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How to perform a search in the intelligent dictionary 
We can perform a simultaneous search in all the modules by simply typing the desired term in the 

search field. 

 

 
Figure 5 

 

As we see in the picture above (Figure 5), if we type, for example, the term «playa» with ‘Spanish” as 

the source language and ‘English’ as target language and click in ‘Process’, the tool will show the 

results for each module. In the following screenshots we can see some example of the results 

provided, such as those of the Parallel corpus query module (Figure 6) and the External Resources 

module (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 6 
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Figure 7 

 

TERMITUR modules 
TERMITUR has six modules: Monolingual comparable query, Parallel corpus query, External 

resources, Cognates, Automatic corpus compilation and Import corpus. Each module will be 

explained in detail below. 

 

Monolingual comparable query 

Using this module we can perform queries in any of the corpora available in the tool, i.e. the 

“Termitur” corpus or any of the corpora added by the users, and get information from them, such as 

concordances or related terms. 

Figure 8 shows the appearance of this module. In its main page we can see a list of the corpora 

available. 

 

 
Figure 8 
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Once selected the corpus by clicking on it, the query page will be shown (Figure 9). We can perform 

different kinds of queries: the standard (Standard query) will offer us concordances found in the 

corpus. In this kind of search we can use CQL (Corpus Query Language) notation, selecting it in the 

Query mode option. The Word lookup will show us a list of related terms and the Frequency lists will 

give us a list of the frequency of occurrence of the chosen term in the selected corpus. 

 

 In our example we type the word «playa» to perform a concordance search. 

 

 
Figure 9 

After typing the term and clicking on “Start Query” the results will be shown (Figure 10): 

 

 
Figure 10 
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Parallel corpus query 

This module allows us to perform a search in the parallel corpus available in the tool. We have to 

choose a source language and, at least, one target language and the parallel corpora that meet these 

requirements will be shown. In the picture below (Figure 11) we can see an example: we select the 

corpus in which we want to perform the search and write down the term in the Primary language 

field (in our example, Spanish). Please note that the term must be included between quotation 

marks (in our example, “playa”). We can also type terms in the destination language field. In this 

case, only texts matching the term in the source language and in the target language(s) will be 

shown. The final step is to click on “Search” to start the search. 
 

 
Figure 11 

 

In the case of positive matches, TERMITUR will present us the results as shown below (Figure 12). 

 
Figure 12 
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External resources 

We can search a certain term using this module, which consists of a large catalogue of external web 

resources collected by the TERMITUR team. If we perform the search, we will obtain a list of the 

resources that contain our term. Figure 13 shows us how the results are presented and the button 

“Go to the website” links us to the website where the term was found. To perform the search we 

simply have to type the search term and pick the language (Spanish in the example). Besides we 

have to choose if we want to search the exact word or only containing the word. 

 

 
Figure 13 

 

This module offers us the possibility of a more precise search (Figure 14), filtering by area, subarea 

and selecting a specific resource. 

 

 
Figure 14 
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Cognates 

This module (Figure 15) allows us to search for possible cognates1 of our term and gives us the 

possibility of selecting the cognate distance2 and the language. In the case “all” is selected, 

TERMITUR will search in all available languages. Kindly include a keyword and the desired distance, 

as well as select a language in order to properly perform the search. 

 

 
Figure 15 

 

For example, if we look for the term “biología”, selecting German and a maximum distance of 5, we 

obtain the following results (Figure 16). 
 

 
Figure 16 

                                                
1
 A cognate is a term morphologically related to its equivalent in another language. Their orthography is similar 

since they share an etymological origin. 
2
 Number of different letters. 
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*NOTE: In order to get more accurate results it is recommended to set the maximum distance in a 

very low value (1 or 2). 

 

Automatic corpus compilation 

We will be able to generate our own corpus through web searches, which are integrated in the tool. 

First, we have to register in Bing in order to allow the tool to perform searches. The registration 

process is explained in the tool (Figure 17). 

 

 
Figure 17 

 

Once we have obtained and inserted our Bing code, we can start the compilation process. To create 

the corpus, we only have to follow a few steps: 

 

First of all, we introduce the term we want to create the corpus about (“agua” in the example) and 

we select the language in which the webs will be written, i.e., the language of our future corpora. 

Once we click on “Search”, a list of websites which include the chosen term will be shown (Figure 

18). In order to add the text of one of the websites to our corpus, we have to click on the “Add URL” 

button. 
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Figure 18 

 

After adding several links we will have a list of URLs from which we will obtain the texts to create our 

corpus. In the example below (Figure 19) we have added three URLs. Then we have to choose a 

name for our corpus and the language in which it will be generated. Finally, we will determine how 

to store the generated corpus: by downloading it in TXT format or in VRT format or by importing it 

directly into the Monolingual comparable query module. 
 

 
Figure 19 
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Import corpus 

This module (Figure 20) allows us to create a corpus by using TXT and VRT files already saved in our 

computer. We just need to select the files and name the corpus and it will be directly imported into 

the Monolingual comparable query module. 

 
Figure 20 

 

Contact 
The tool has two contact forms: one to contact the TERMITUR team and the other to suggest new 

external resources (for the External resources module), so that the tool can grow according to the 

users’ needs. 
 

Contact form 
Figure 21 shows the first contact form. It is mandatory to introduce the subject of the query and the 

email address where the answer will be sent, and we will reply as soon as possible. 
 

 
 

Figure 21 
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External resources form 
Figure 22 shows the form used to suggest external resources. Apart from the fields already 

mentioned, it is mandatory to select the area and subarea of specialisation of the resource, the 

suggested name for the resource and the link where we can find it. 
 

 
Figure 22 


